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Keep your files private! IOGenie File Hider is a utility that instantly covers your selected files with
an icon that cannot be observed. The only way to find hidden files is to enter your password. The
program allows hiding files and folders from desktop, recycle bin and from any other searchable
folder. Moreover, you can add to the list a password for your files, so they are simply hidden and

locked. To unlock files, the user needs the appropriate password. Supports almost any file
extension, such as: .torrent .cab .zip .pdf .odt .zip (Archive) .doc .xls .odt (Office) .pst .mp3 .wav
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IOGenie File Hider Free

IOGenie File Hider is file encryption tool that meets security and privacy requirements. This
application includes a total file encryption as well as a folder hiding option. Furthermore, it is
capable of adding keyboard and mouse shortcuts, as well as storing secret passwords. The

appearance of this application can be customized by means of background, tile, icon, theme, and
more. Regarding the features, IOGenie File Hider can handle multiple accounts, encodes and

decrypt files, starts programs and creates desktop shortcuts, but cannot deal with encrypted files.
Key Features: • Total File Encryption • Folder Hiding • Password Management • Password Sharing
• User Management • Mouse and Keyboard ShortcutsKey Features Latest Release Version: 16.1

16.1 Firmware: 1008 1008 Supported Operating System: windows 8.1 windows 8.1 Firmware
Update Window: Monday, January 26 2017 Monday, January 26 2017 Supported UEFI Firmware:

1008 1008 CERTIFIED: CE CE Warranty: Hardware Warranty Hardware Warranty Software
Licensing Program: Windows 10 Windows 10 Software Program License: Windows 10 Windows 10
Software Program License Type: OEM Licensing OEM Licensing Tag Supported Operating Systems:

windows 10 windows 10 Supported Operating Systems: windows 7/8.1/8/8.1/10 windows
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7/8.1/8/8.1/10 Supported Target Operating System: windows 10 windows 10 Target Operating
System Device Type: PC PC Hardware Features Supported Hardware Features Max Audio

Processing: 8 channels 8 channels Max HD Audio Input: HDMI HDMI Max Internal RAM: 2 GB 2 GB
Max Internal Storage: 128 GB 128 GB Sudden Motion Sensor (SMS): Yes Yes USB Hub: Yes Yes

Video Output: DVI-I, D-Sub DVI-I, D-Sub User Experience: Graphical User Interface Graphical User
Interface Video Output Method: HDMI HDMI Dimensions W x H x D (mm): Width: 367mm 367mm

Height: 535mm 535mm Depth: 208mm 208mm Weight: 2.3 kg 3.6 pounds Max Bandwidth: 1080p
@ 60 Hz 1080p @ 60 Hz Max Bitrate: 2590 kbps b7e8fdf5c8
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IOGenie File Hider Free Download

Wisely, never leave any kind of important files on the desktop. If you do, someone could find them
easily. Even if they are hard to see in thumbnail form. There are ways to cover up those files or
folders and make them disappear, but what if you just do not want people to see those files?
Wisely, never leave any kind of important files on the desktop. If you do, someone could find them
easily. Even if they are hard to see in thumbnail form. There are ways to cover up those files or
folders and make them disappear, but what if you just do not want people to see those files? Have
you ever left files or folders on the desktop? Consider this example. There is a folder with the
name of "Videos". It contains a bunch of files of various formats. Well, take away the desktop icon
for this folder and share it with your friends. They will not be able to view that folder unless they
know that your laptop has a desktop. Unfortunately, you will not be the only one who will have
access to the folder on the desktop. The person will be able to open the files even if you do not
have the password. Simply wondering how to turn on the screen without having to lift your head?
Have you always wished you had a way to keep your screen on while you were sleeping? Have
you always wished you had a way to keep your screen on while you were sleeping? IOGenie Sleep
Hider is a compact and extremely simple app that gives you this capability. This innovative app
has been released with the aim of meeting a personal need. When the application is run. It will
automatically turn your screen off after a certain time. After that, it will simply display the time
without letting anyone see your content. IOGenie Sleep Hider Description: IOGenie Sleep Hider
Feature: If you are a person that spends the night staying on your laptop. Then IOGenie Sleep
Hider is for you. It will turn off your screen. Also, the application will display the time. What's New:
v1.0.1 Improve Compatibility. What's New: v1.0.1 Improve Compatibility. What's New: v1.0.1
Improve Compatibility. What's New: v1.0.1 Improve Compatibility. What's New: v1.0.1 Improve
Compatibility. What's New: v1.0.1 Improve Compatibility. Few things in life are more annoying
that a

What's New in the IOGenie File Hider?

Hiding files is a security-related task that ensures your file privacy in case your computer is
shared with one or more individuals. No matter what type of information you intend to keep away
from prying eyes, encrypting, or hiding it always does the trick. IOGenie File Hider is a
straightforward tool that lets you not only hide your files and folders but also lock them behind a
password. In case you are going to only hiding the items, make sure the other users aren't using
software that reveals hidden files. Password-based access Even if you decide to keep the icon on
display, the application cannot be accessed without providing a password. Setting the
combination up requires no effort. Once the application is done installing, you'll be prompted to
create a password. After that, you need to use it to access the tool. Each time you close the app
and relaunch it, that password must be typed in. this way, no stranger will have access to your
application, unless you share that combination with them. Hide files and folders Hiding files is not
the only thing you can do with IOGenie File Hider. You can easily add hefty folders to the list, and
even contents from USB flash drives. Once an item is selected. Its status can be checked from
within the preview windows. After you choose to hide, lock or encrypt and items, the status will be
changed instantly. To unhide files, you must select them and simply click unhide. The same goes
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for the locking aspect. Easy-to-use file hider In the end, IOGenie File Hider is not a bad way to
secure your data, especially if you share the machine with somebody else. Hiding and locking files
comes with ease, as you only need to select the items and click on a couple of buttons. Still, as
already mentioned, your hidden files can be easily resurfaced if a utility built for that is used. The
best way to go about this is to keep the source folder into an inconspicuous location and opt-out
of having desktop icon. 3) Ads Settings 4) Controller Settings 5) App Manager 6) Battery History 7)
Status Bar 8) Screen Time 9) Mobile Data 10) Accessibility 11) Advanced AdS - Application
manager to manage apk apps Controller - to use game controller App Manager - to manage apps
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System Requirements For IOGenie File Hider:

General: Windows 7/8 Windows XP (32 bit) Windows Vista (32 bit) Mac OS X 10.5.8 or later (32 bit)
Mac OS X 10.5.8 or later (64 bit) All Sims™ 3, Seasons & Ultimate expansions All Sims™ 3,
Seasons & Ultimate expansions CD or DVD All Sims™ 3, Seasons & Ultimate expansions CD or
DVD FreeTime Plus account for content usage All Sims™ 3, Seasons & Ultimate expansions CD or
DVD
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